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********

WHITWORTH - Incident>

Above entry appears to have been entered in error.
The body was transported with clothing.
These have been seized and exhibited on the previous pages ..
One pair of jeans with belt, T Shirt, hoodied top, Trainers.
These are currently at Fresh Wharf in the property stores

29/09/2014 17:02
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

Today Myself and DC Baxter attended Lambeth with Exhibits for Toxicology to br conducted these
were accepted by the lab. They have advised us to call them next week to get an estimated date for
results.
We then attended John Papes address who is Kovari's flat mate to attempt to search address and get a
statement. He was not present at the address and he phone was switched off. We have left a note asking
him to call us.
We then attended ISS food an hospitality where Daniel WHITWORTH worked. We spoke to HR a
lady called Siobhan. She is going to email me and DC Baxter Daniels shift pattern and attendance, also
sickness and
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29/09/2014 17:02
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

holidays and in particular if Daniel was at work on the 28/09/2014. she is also going to provide when
he started employment.
Siobhan stated that Daniel was very hardworking and a very good Chef and had recently been
promoted and was going to be moving to a new place in Kent. As far as she was aware he was happy
about all this. She mentioned there was no change as far as she could tell in Daniel the last few weeks.
She mentioned an incident where another member of staff was sacked recently for drinking on duty and
all staff on his team including Daniel wrote statements to HR witnessing this. She the person was quite
abusive when he was sacked to wards everyone. She is going to provide details for him as he was
sacked on the wednesday before Daniels last day at work but beleives this is just a coincidence.
We spoke to Dan wilson who is the head Chef and he stated he was away on holiday over the last few
days Daniel was at work but did not notice any change in daniel at all whilst working with him. he
states he was hardworking but kept himself to himself and seemed a personal person.
We then spoke to Daniel O'connell who is another work collegue he states he knoew Daniel for around
9 days and did not know much about him. They spoke about work stuff and used to leave and get on
train together and get off at Lewisham to go home. He states on Thursday the 18/09/2014 he had an
interview and told Daniel he would be going the other way on the train tonight, Daniel mentioned he
was going the other way to and said he was meeting friends in barking. There was nothing else said
about this. He states Daniel got
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03/10/2014 10:21
ADI

215704

RM SCHAMBERGER

Supervision:
Updates noted.
Actions to be expedited:
* CCTV collection and viewing (Actions 1 and 7)
* Oustanding statements
* Oustanding searches
* Toxicology for KOVARl to be chased (Action 6)
*Liaison with Coroner around Whitworth's body (viewing/release)
* Intelligence on all parties who have come to notice (particularly Whitworth, Kovari, Waumsley,
Pape; also Denham and f.~~.~~·~~~~.~.~i.~~~~.~·j
* Open source around the social networking site and subjects
* CIU submissions around the phone numbers as per specified parameters
Once the CCTV, statements, research and searches have been completed I will review the position
around Whitworth's body being released.

03/10/2014 22:41
TDC

218393

P BERRY

I have been unable to progress this report due to dealing with
c/N OlKW 7678 14 and conducting an ABE interview for ABH.

10/10/2014 09:07
DC

217087

J BAXTER

UPDATES
*************
Oustanding statements
***************************
I have arranged to take a statement from John Popes - Saturday 11/10/14

Oustanding searches
************************
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10/10/2014 10:00
TDC

217637

OA ADEYEMO-PHILLIPS

CCTV for the Church/Cemetery

**************************************
CCTV download request has been sent to Newland Lab - LAB REF: V-2679-14.
Enquiry with Newland Lab shows that the hard drive has been collected from the church, awaiting
footage download.
I have asked the Newland Lab about obtaining footage for the 28th August 2014 regarding Gabriel
Kovari. At this time, the lab cannot confirm if the footage for the 28th August 2014 will still be on the
system. The lab has been tasked to look for this date.
LBBD CCTV

****************
Enquiries have been made with LBBD CCTV control room for CCTV footage for the incident on the
28th August 2014.
Due to the case of the first body found (Gabriel Kovari) deemed as non suspicious. No CCTV footages
were saved for the surrounding area.
CCTV footages for the 28th August 2014, was lost by the time of the second incident.

10/10/2014 10:36
TDC

218393

P BERRY

Intel checks on iip as Requested.

KOVARl: ( lst MALE found deceased in St Margarets church)
Cris 5115490/14
Merlin: 14FOU008012
Crimint: KGRT00329263
John PAPE dob i-·-·-DPA-·-·:
L-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

************************
Cris 5115490/14
Merlin: 14FOU008012
Cad: 9048/01Sepl4
CAD: PL/6944/01Sepl4
CAD: 6219/28Augl4

Daniel WHITWORTH - (2nd Male found deceased in St Margarets Church)

************************
Cris 5115490/14
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Merlin: 14FOU008771
Crimint: KGRT00329263

Ricky WAUMSLEY - (Partner of Daniel WHITWORTH)

************************
Cris 5115490/14
Merlin: 14FOU008771

Barbara DENHAM - (Member of public who found both males in church)

************************
Cris 5115490/14
Merlin: 14FOU008771
Crimint:
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